The article gives one of the possibility of generalisation for optimal decissions about choices in robust industry systems. The task come from theory of fuzzy logic. Using all possible information about categories for choice in fuzzy systems there are possibility to transform the fuzzy decision to real sharp decission. The article describe the dependence of this sharpness on entropy of choice sets. The process has two or more phases and asked sharp result can get in spite of existence the high uncertainty at the end of choice. The method can take as universal procedure for different fieds of industry and other purphoses.
introduction
There are many cases of non linear processes control. We can not apply any control systems without basic information about the dynamics of the processes. The ability and even possibility to create a control system is dependent on knowledge of the type of non-linearity, which can influence the main process and states in the process as well as output levels of this system. It is necessary to take into consideration this important law as well. There are many robust systems for a task about a choice of equipment which will consist on. Optimal and right decission about basic compounds in any system is a task about even perfect choice or indipendent selection as well. The next analysis takes possibility for solution of this task.
Variables for fuzzy design
The first design step of fuzzy choice is a primary connectivity function as one of similar functions in very complicated cases of robust systems. Conjunctive (multiplicative) field, or connectivity field, of the first level for decisions as per Tab.1 contains as a horizontal argument a set of commodity items {Ti}m and for the value of the connectivity function for coverage of international market is in form: 
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The vertical argument is a factory subject from the set of manufacturers {Fj}n and their function value
as a coverage of offered items from the manufacturer set. For determination of optimal state on the market, the following condition can be considered:
where ε is a border of optimality. The argument of function (3) is shown in Fig.1 . In Tab.1, the + sign denotes a positive case and * denotes an uncertain case. Items no.18 and no.19 had progressed onto the second level of decision.
second level of choice
Decision about only one of commodity items is slightly easier. The new connectivity field contains as a horizontal coordinate all the offered properties of equipment for gas analysis. The horizontal coordinate can be a logical binary number B from the set of decisions: { } The rating of connectivity can be written as follows:
where k x is an importance number or weighing coefficient for comparison of properties. Using Tab. 2, the function of connectivity was created in the form of argument A according to expression (4). It is necessary to determine an upper limit of the price cy for a decision about the rating of R.
There is neccesary to remak that influence of logical binary function B on finaly decision by expression (4) has property of unsymetricity, so expertise for optimal second step must be created as the set for hardly negative crossing out. Owing to full complementarity in logical full set of asked phenomena must be taken to consider this important fact for expertise. Finaly decision consist of creating the table of expertise and finaly rating by (4).
Entropy of choices
The final decision about determination of the types of equipment can be made by a human expert. By increasing the quantity z, the entropy as well as uncertainty of choice (4) 
results and conclusion
As shown in Tab. 2 using formula (4), the best rating of A was achieved by system no. 4 (two systems components 5. and 6. from Tab.2). It is necessary to remark that without the condition about exceeding the price threshold, many more items can achieve the same decision rating. Just as important is the weighing coefficient for B4 for obtaining a substitution of an attitude of a knowledge expert. The decision process without this method takes too much time. Above all, with respect to result (5), the fact was proven that under any circumstances, exact results without a human factor as an expertise cannot be made.
